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Random House USA Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Last Shot: A Final
Four Mystery, John Feinstein, Steven Thomas is one of two lucky winners of the U.S. Basketball
Writer's Association's contest for aspiring journalists. His prize? A trip to New Orleans and a coveted
press pass for the Final Four. It's a basketball junkie's dream come true!But the games going on
behind the scenes between the coaches, the players, the media, the money-men, and the fans turn
out to be even more fiercely competitive than those on the court. Steven and his fellow winner,
Susan Carol Anderson, are nosing around the Superdome and overhear what sounds like a threat
to throw the championship game. Now they have just 48 hours to figure out who is blackmailing
one of MSU's star players . . . and why. Praise for John Feinstein: "The best writer of sports books in
America today."--"The Boston Globe" "Feinstein's beat, it turns out, isn't sports; it's human nature."-
-"People" on "A March to Madness" "A basketball junkie's nirvana."--"Sports Illustrated" on "A
March to Madness" "One of the best sportswriters alive!"--Larry King, "USA Today" on "A Good
Walk Spoiled" "From the Hardcover edition.".
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It in a of the most popular publication. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Your daily life span is going to be change the instant you
total reading this publication.
-- Mr s. Sha nna  Ma nn-- Mr s. Sha nna  Ma nn

Completely essential read book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e book. You wont sense monotony at at any moment of
your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M-- Rosendo Doug la s DV M
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